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Operation Ghost  |  Sega  |  Video
Sega’s realistic tactical light gun shooter is back. Operation Ghost puts players in the boots of highly 
trained special force agents. They must use precision shooting and quick reactions to complete the 
mission while using some of the brand new tools at their disposal!

As well as new weapons, gadgets and equipment, Operation Ghost features a full coloured LED monitor surround which is 
synced with the in-game action. This, combined with a gun mounted speaker, as well as the return of the popular challenge sec-
tions, provides a game play experience that will really immerse the players in to the intense world of the G.H.O.S.T.’s.

2 Player   |  42” DLX and 55” DLX available  |  LED monitor surround synced to in game action  |  Available in Russian  

Assembled Dimensions 55” DLX - D1460mm W2000mm H2150mm 442kg | D58" W79" H85" 974lbs
Assembled Dimensions 42” DLX - D1090mm W1580mm H2150mm | D43" W62" H85"

This neat piece of gear will warn 
you of enemies who are about to 
appear from behind walls or 
cover. If your good enough you 
can take them down before they 
know what’s hit them!

Enemy scanning
Players can see the laser sights 
of the enemies. When the sight is 
pointed directly at them, the 
player is in danger. Take them 
down before they take you 
down! Works in conjunction with 
the LED lighting.

Laser sight
Tactically split the team to 
flank the enemies, use this 
tactic wisely, you comrades 
fate is in your hands!

Team order

Full colour LED monitor surround
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